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WHAT IS A SATELLITE?

Entire volumes have been written about satellite communications and their
design, functionality, use, risks, rewards and other related topics. This white
paper is written to offer a brief outline, an overview, cursory look what this
exciting industry holds for those who want to understand the various solutions
that await you as you explore satellite communications.
The age of satellites began in 1957 with the launch of Sputnik. This not only
began the space race but also the beginning of what has become a multi-billion
dollar business to provide communications around the world.
By definition, a satellite is any object which has been placed into orbit, either
naturally or in intention. There are artificial satellites, like Sputnik and natural satellites like the moon which orbits
the earth and the earth which orbits the sun.
There are currently thousands of satellite in space, some as close as a couple of hundred miles, others tens of
thousands of miles away. We rely on satellites for communications, navigation, observation and research. Some
transmit voice, others data, some both. If you’ve watched an important news, or popular sporting event, odds are it
is being broadcast via satellite. And there are situations where satellite communications are the only way voice and
data can be shared from a remote operation, or after a disaster are examples. In addition, there are thousands of
old satellites, and pieces of destroyed satellites orbiting the earth, known as space debris. This poses significant
risks as even a piece of debris the size of a grain of sand can destroy an active satellite.

WHAT IS IN A SATELLITE?
Satellites are all pretty much the same in regards to what must be on board the vehicle.
1) A satellite is designed around the payload; what the
satellite is being put in orbit to do. In this illustration,
the payload is a camera.
2) There needs to be power supply. This is usually a
combination of batteries and solar arrays.
3) The command and data controls lets the
organization that owns or is flying the satellite tell it
what to do.
4) There needs to be pointing controls so the satellite
is positioned in the proper location and pointing to the
proper place on earth
5) The communications consist of antennas that carry
two sets of data. First is the payload or mission data.
Second is the communications needed to control the
satellite for all of the systems listed above.
6) Given the extreme temperatures of space, all satellites
need to have thermal control so the sensitive
components are not damaged.
This is a very generic view of satellites. Networks design their satellites based on mission and technology. SatCom
is used for voice, data, tracking, machine to machine (M2M), and even linking to your existing device –BYOD (Bring
Your Own Device). Progress in this industry moves quickly as networks compete for subscribers so there

is always something new. Newer satellites are built with newer technology and have more capabilities.
NEXT: Satellite Constellations
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SATELLITE CONSTELLATIONS
There are different kinds of satellite constellations with differing architectures that enable them to pass voice
and data traffic with slightly different features but the same result: your call or data goes through. Satellite
systems that operate with portable handsets are generally called MSS; Mobile Satellite Services. Systems that
require a fixed antenna are generally called FSS; Fixed Satellite Services.

GEO-Stationary (GEO)

A GEO-Stationary system sends satellites up to a fixed point in the sky.
The satellite stays in (relatively) the same place, orbiting with the earth at
an altitude of about 23,000 miles. This system enables one satellite to
cover a very large portion of the earth; if your satellite is above the
equator for example, it will cover about 1/3 of the globe, except the
poles. A GEO system will cover the entire planet with just three
satellites. With a GEO system, you have to point your antenna at the
satellite and keep it there; anything that blocks that connection view
will sever the connection. GEO systems are generally used for data
Although there are different kinds of satellite
where bigger antennas can transmit large amount of data from a
constellations and networks, there are some
fixed point, or smaller antennas can be used in a mobile application.
common principles for all of them:
Even the smaller antennas are bigger than the stick antennas that
1. The satellite must see the phone’s or data
handheld phones require.
terminal’s antenna in order to work.
One issue that arises with GEO systems is the latency. Latency is
2. There is a delay in the voice or data signal
the delay between the transmitting terminal and the receiving
due to the distance that the transmission
terminal. Because of the long distance the signal travels, it can
must travel. This is called latency. The
experience a delay that can interrupt a smooth flowing
lower the orbit, the lower the latency.
conversation. Of note with GEO system is that if you are on the
The higher the orbit, the higher the lawrong side of a building or ridge line or even a thick stand of trees,
tency.
your terminal will not see the satellite and will not work properly.
3. If you are in the footprint, your device
should work.

Low Earth Orbit (LEO)

Where a GEO satellite provides coverage
over a very large part of the globe, a LEO
system covers far less, because it is flying
much lower, usually between 500 and 1,200
miles. For this reasons a LEO system
requires a larger number of satellites to
provide coverage, between 30-70 depending
on the altitude. Each satellite actually flies
around the earth, transmitting the footprint
and at the Network Operations Center (NOC) you can see the
track of the satellites as they fly.

There are some Pros and Cons of these systems:

GEO-Stationary
Pros:
Cons:
1) Each Satellite means
1) Must Point antenna
a large footprint
2) No in-orbit spares
2) High speed data
3) Best use= fixed site
3) Point antenna, lock, use

Low Earth Orbit
Pros:
1) Always 1 overhead
2) Lower latency
3) More products
4) In orbit spares

Cons:
1) Few ground stations
2) Slow data speed

A LEO system has some advantages over a GEO system in that
there will usually be multiple satellites overhead so where you are
relative to landscape or buildings is not as important in order to
pick up a signal. At some point the satellite will likely see the
antenna unless you are in the canyons of a major city, but even then
the devices can work. Because of the lower altitude, the latency is
lower than with a GEO system but the data rates tend to be much slower than on a GEO system.

Next: Networks
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SATELLITE NETWORKS
Inmarsat was formed in 1979 to serve the maritime community
with global satellite communications. Inmarsat runs multiple
constellations that provide voice and various data services. The
most current system is the I-4 constellation that runs iSAT Pro
handheld service and Broadband Global Area Network (BGAN)
data services. iSAT offers voice and lower-speed data and
BGAN offers background IP up to 492kb and streaming at your
choice of speeds from 32Kb to 384Kb. Background IP is billed
per Mb and streaming is billed per minute. There are a variety of
BGAN terminals available.

Iridium launched their handheld service in 1998 and filed for bankruptcy less than
a year later. In 2000, the assets were bought and in 2001 Iridium service was restarted. Today, Iridium has over 650,000 subscribers using their voice and data
solutions. Iridium builds handsets and a couple other devices and they license
their technology to over 250 VAMs, VARs and Service Partners. Most Iridium
products are built by the VAMs and certified by Iridium. Solutions range from
handheld and fixed–site phones with service, docking stations, a three
voice/132Kb data terminal, and tracking devices for land, marine and aviations assets. Service Partners and providers can bundle and pool Iridium service. Iridium
will begin launching their second generation constellation called NEXT, starting
in 2015, with service expected to start up in 2017. Additionally, Iridium has
founded Aerion, a hosted-payload aircraft tracking system for use by commercial
aviation and air traffic control around the world, expected to save billions of dollars in fuel and time. Iridium service covers the entire planet.

Duplex coverage>>
Globalstar launched service in 2000 and filed for bankruptcy in 2002. In 2004 Globalstar returned providing excellent voice and data services. In early 2007 they announced the deterioration of service due to premature failing S-band transmit antennas. Eight satellites from the pre-planned second generation constellation were
launched to bolster the rest of the failing system. With service outages of up to two
hours Globalstar started up SPoT, the world’s first personal satellite messenger service, bringing SatCom technology to retail markets. All launches were completed in
2013 and Globalstar’s GEN2 constellation is now the most advanced in the world. As
new phones are developed and ground stations updated to support the GEN2 services, Globalstar looks to bring more products to the mass markets.

Simplex coverage>>

Next: More networks
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SATELLITE NETWORKS
Thuraya was formed in 1997 and began commercial service in 2001 with
subscriptions now reaching 650,000 units. Thuraya phones are unique in
that their phones incorporate GSM 900/1900 with roaming on 350 partners. This means you can use a Thuraya phone around the world in cellular mode and then in remote areas in satellite mode. Thuraya is a GEO
system and coverage includes Europe, the Middle East, Asia, Australia and
parts of Africa. The award-winning SatSleeve enables user to make a receive calls and data on their compatible Smart phones via the snap on
module, the first device in the ‘BYOD’ movement (bring your own device). Thuraya also offers data at rates up to 444 Kb on small terminals.

VSAT

VSAT satellite systems were envisioned in the early 1920’s by Konstantin
Tsiolkovsky, then by Hermann Oberth and Herman Potocnik, who calculated the altitude for a satellite to fly in orbit with the earth. VSAT stands
for Very Small Aperture Terminal - any antenna less than three meters.
VSAT services cover a wide range of functionality; from satellite TV to
credit card processing to maritime communications to internet services to
television. Coverage can be regional, national or global.
As the images to the left suggest, antennas come in a variety of form factors; fixed, portable, marine and even antennas that operate UAVs
(Unmanned Aerial Vehicles). The VSAT landscape is complex as some
companies own the network, others build the hardware, and yet others
lease network space under their own brand name. Names you may see
include Intelstat, Eutelsat, KVH, SES, Astrium, MarLink, ShipEquip and
Hughes. Inmarsat’s GlobalXpress is a VSAT system, the first offering from
the first commercial satellite provider. VSAT broadband services are
marketed by speed and contention. Speeds can be as high as 30 Mb,
quoted as a down/up pair (4:2Mb). Contention is a ratio of how many terminals can use the prescribed space segment at once; the lower the contention ratio (4:1 vs. 10:1) the more likely your system will work at times
of high demand. There are dedicated services available, assuring constant
network availability, regardless of conditions. While there are turnkey solutions, many VSAT installations are custom-designed for per the client’s
specifications.
As the demand for data continues to increase, VSAT and broadband satellite in general are becoming more mainstream. More competitors and
newer technologies are driving down prices, not necessarily on the hardware but on the services. VSAT was once priced at several dollars per Mb,
service can be as inexpensive as $.99/Mb. New launches and new systems
are increasing competition, offering more options, more solutions and
more a competitive overall environment.

Next: Users
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WHO USES SATCOM AND WHY?
Satellite communications are a critical resource to hundreds of thousands of important users relying on
satellite communications to help them in daily operations, in remote locations and at critical times of need.
Satellite phones and data terminals are used in a variety of sectors including:
 Adventurers/extreme explorers
 Enterprise
 National governments
 Humanitarian organizations
 Military
 Non-governmental organizations
 Relief organizations
 State and local government
 US Federal government

Satellite end-users are very diverse and include markets such as:
 Anyone in a life-threatening situation that

needs reliable communication
 Aviation
 Border patrol
 Construction
 Defense
 Emergency workers
 Enterprise
 Forestry
 Globe-trotting individuals
 Government
 Heavy Equipment
 Lone workers
 Maritime
 Military
 Mining
 Oil and gas
 Transportation
 Utilities
 Weather reporters

This white paper is one of the GlobaFone Educational Series. At GlobaFone our goal is to provide you with objective information and education that will enable you to make
a god decision when it is time for your organization to buy satellite phones. We do not offer cookie-cutter answers; rather we provide a consultative approach, working with
you to find the solution that will support your results. Please feel free to call us for more information and straight-forward discussion about how SatCom can help you.
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